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Mapping time

Before 1750s: temporal representations 
disregarded time spans and gaps

2Davis, S. B. History on the line: time as dimension. Design Issues 28, 4 (2012), 4–17.

Jacques Barbeu-Dubourg (1753): 
 
“Geography has as its object the extent 
of the earth; Chronology has as its 
object the succession of time. May not 
duration be imitated and represented 
as effectively to the senses as distinctly 
as space, and may not intervals of time 
be as easily counted in degrees?”

Carte Chronographique



3http://beautifulsocialstudies.blogspot.de/2010/12/visualizing-chronology.html

http://beautifulsocialstudies.blogspot.de/2010/12/visualizing-chronology.html


4http://beautifulsocialstudies.blogspot.de/2010/12/visualizing-chronology.html

http://beautifulsocialstudies.blogspot.de/2010/12/visualizing-chronology.html


For Joseph Priestley (1764) timelines enable people to 
– See how they “stand related in point of time to one another,” 
– Get “a clearer idea of the time in which they lived,” 
– Understand “the state of their co[n]temporaries,” 
– Assess the “relative length of their lives,” and 
– Perceive time intervals “between them and their predecessors and successors.”
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Orientations towards time

6Davis, S. B. History on the line: time as dimension. Design Issues 28, 4 (2012), 4–17.

Some languages use 
‘up’ to refer to earlier and 
‘down’ as later events

Most languages map future in front 
and past events behind the speaker; 
not practical for paper or screens…

Not used verbally, but left-right 
used in gestures, possibly 
influenced by written language



Towards better time visualization

Timelines as personal and social thinking tools 
– Spot connections along and across time 
– Reveal temporal clusters, gaps and patterns 
– Understand context of events and developments 

Barbeu-Dubourg and Priestley already considered time as a “continuous substrate” 

Yet, most time representations are tables and lists 
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“Crudely, one could say that the eighteenth-century 
pioneers had subtle ideas but not the technology to 
implement them, while now we have technologies 
that they sorely needed but less critical thought.”

Davis, S. B. History on the line: time as dimension. Design Issues 28, 4 (2012), 4–17.



Structures of time

8Meirelles, I. (2013). Design for Information. Rockport Publishers.



Time visualizations



Bar chart

10[From this week's tutorial]



Scatter plot

11[From this week's tutorial]



Line chart

12[From this week's tutorial]



Line chart

13[From this week's tutorial]



Line chart

14https://www.ft.com/coronavirus-latest 

https://www.ft.com/coronavirus-latest


Sparklines

15
https://www.edwardtufte.com/bboard/q-and-

a-fetch-msg?msg_id=0001OR&topic_id=1

A sparkline is a small intense, simple, word-sized graphic with typographic 
resolution. Sparklines mean that graphics are no longer cartoonish special 
occasions with captions and boxes, but rather sparkline graphic can be 
everywhere a word or number can be: embedded in a sentence, table, headline, 
map, spreadsheet, graphic. 

The most common data display is a noun accompanied by a number. For 
example, a medical patient's current level of glucose is reported in a clinical 
record as a word and number:  

Placed in the relevant context, a single number gains meaning. Thus the most 
recent measurement of glucose should be compared with earlier measurements 
for the patient. This data-line shows the path of the last 80 readings of glucose:  

Lacking a scale of measurement, this free-floating line is dequantified. At least 
we do know the value of the line's right-most data point, which corresponds to 
the most recent value of glucose, the number recorded at far right. Both 
representations of the most recent reading are tied together with a color accent:  

Some useful context is provided by showing the normal range of glucose, here 
as a gray band. Compared to normal limits, readings above the band horizon are 
elevated, those below reduced:  

For clinical analysis, the task is to detect quickly and assess wayward deviations 
from normal limits, shown here by visual deviations outside the gray band. 
Multiplying this format brings in additional data from the medical record; a stack, 
which can show hundreds of variables and thousands of measurements, allows 
fast effective parallel comparisons:  

 
 
These little data lines, because of their active quality over time, are named 
sparklines—small, high-resolution graphics usually embedded in a full context of 
words, numbers, images. Sparklines are datawords: data-intense, design-
simple, word-sized graphics. 

Sparklines and sparkline-like graphs can also move within complex multivariate 
spaces, as in these 9-step sequential results (reading down the columns) in 
merge-sorting 5 different types of input files. Four variables and 18,000 numbers 
are depicted in these small multiples.

tl;dr: small line charts inline with text

https://www.edwardtufte.com/bboard/q-and-a-fetch-msg?msg_id=0001OR&topic_id=1
https://www.edwardtufte.com/bboard/q-and-a-fetch-msg?msg_id=0001OR&topic_id=1


Stacked graph

16Heer, J., Bostock, M., and Ogievetsky, V. (2010). A tour through the visualization zoo. Comm. of the ACM, 53(6):59–67.



Stream graph

17Havre, S. et al. (2002). ThemeRiver: Visualizing thematic changes in large document collections. IEEE TVCG, 8(1):9–20.

Vertically centered stacked graph of news topics Nov. 1960 – June 1961



Stream graph

18Gregor Aisch, 2011



Index chart

19[Heer et al 2009] https://homes.cs.washington.edu/~jheer/files/zoo/ex/time/index-chart.html

https://homes.cs.washington.edu/~jheer/files/zoo/ex/time/index-chart.html


Gantt-Chart

20https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gantt_chart 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gantt_chart


Small multiples

21Heer, J., Bostock, M., and Ogievetsky, V. (2010). A tour through the visualization zoo. Comm. of the ACM, 53(6):59–67.
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Small multiples

https://www.ft.com/coronavirus-latest 

https://www.ft.com/coronavirus-latest
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Small multiples

https://www.economist.com/graphic-detail/2020/04/16/tracking-covid-19-excess-deaths-across-countries 

https://www.economist.com/graphic-detail/2020/04/16/tracking-covid-19-excess-deaths-across-countries
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Horizon charts

25http://www.stonesc.com/Vis08_Workshop/DVD/Reijner_submission.pdf

Daily performance of 50 different stocks over a year

http://www.stonesc.com/Vis08_Workshop/DVD/Reijner_submission.pdf


Horizon charts

26http://www.stonesc.com/Vis08_Workshop/DVD/Reijner_submission.pdf

Combination of shape and color to increase data-density ratio 

http://www.stonesc.com/Vis08_Workshop/DVD/Reijner_submission.pdf


27https://uclab.fh-potsdam.de/gei/ 

Timelines combined with other views

https://uclab.fh-potsdam.de/gei/


Flickr Flow

28

http://hint.fm/projects/flickr/

Video: https://youtu.be/xRrmE7BFdJs?t=29m45s

Wattenberg & Viegas (2010)

http://hint.fm/projects/flickr/
https://youtu.be/xRrmE7BFdJs?t=29m45s


Considerations

Timescale: linear or cyclical 

Units: Years, months, days… 

Entities: time points or spans 

Grouping: by color, shape, style …
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30A survey of time visualizations: browser.timeviz.net 

http://browser.timeviz.net
http://browser.timeviz.net

